Resource Label Group expands presence in Northeast with
acquisition of New England Label
FRANKLIN, TN – Resource Label Group, LLC (“Resource Label”), a full-service provider of
pressure sensitive label, shrink sleeve and RFID/NFC technology for the packaging industry,
announced it has acquired New England Label located in Andover, Massachusetts. Resource
Label is a portfolio company of First Atlantic Capital, a New York-based private investment firm,
and TPG Growth, the middle market and growth equity investment platform of TPG.
Steve Dunlevy, President, New England Label purchased Reid Graphics in 1993 and immediately
implemented plans to grow the business exponentially. Dunlevy, who will continue his role at New
England Label commented, “Our team has always focused on building strong customer
relationships through innovation and addressing the ever-changing needs in the packaging space.
I’m excited about this next part of the journey with Resource Label Group as their beliefs greatly
match our drive to innovate and focus on customer service.”
As one of New England’s largest and most trusted label and print manufacturing companies, New
England Label is positioned as a premier flexographic, digital and screen printer that offers custom
label solutions with a focus on food, beverage, health and beauty, industrial, medical and
pharmaceutical markets.
Mike Apperson, President & CEO of Resource Label Group, stated, “We are proud to welcome the
New England Label team members to the Resource Label family. They have established an
impressive business and we look forward to building upon their success.”
“New England Label is a valued addition to the Resource Label organization. Their focus on
innovation and driving successful partnerships is vital to our continued growth”, acknowledged
Roberto Baron, Chairman and CEO of First Atlantic Capital. Ransom Langford, a Partner at TPG
Growth added, “We are excited to expand our footprint in the Northeast with a top innovator such
as New England Label. Their addition supports our continued growth strategy in North America.”
New England Label represents the eighteenth acquisition for Resource Label Group. This will be
its fourth location in the Northeast.
Full press release available here.
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